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might mention that that same squad left behind them a student body who

were extremely eager and expectant and whose spirit was keyed to a high

pitch. Those who witnessed this game were treated to all the thrills and ex-

citing episodes of a hard fought contest; they saw the Villanova squad

thrice cross the goal line of their opponents, they saw a fighting team with

all the grit and spirit possible, plunge through the P'ordham defense time and

again; and in the last quarter they saw a concurrence of happenings which

was disappointing in the extreme. It was hardly to be expected with mod-

ern management and regulations. The game was allowed to proceed, how-

ever, after darkness had descended upon the field and as a result of this un-

usual procedure several disputes arose which marred the remainder of the

quarter. The Fordham aggregation claimed a touchdown which would have

given them the better end of the score, but it was not allowed by the referee.

Cratty distinguished himself excellently in this game by recovering fumbles.

McGrady starred in the backfield.

The spirit and grit of the squad was strikingly illustrated on the Mon-

day following this game. Not a man failed to report for practice even

though it was a positive hardship for some to perform their daily drills.

The fourth consecutive victory was achieved at Washington, on the 22nd

of October, when Catholic University went down to defeat in a loosely played

contest, featured by a punting duel between McGrady and Lynch of C. U.

Had the game not been marred by so many fumbles, Villanova would have

scored heavily. As it was, the only touchdown of the day was accomplished

by Finn in the last quarter, on a "fake" play from the 30 yard line. It must

be said to the credit of Catholic University that they played well and succeed-

ed several times in effectively stopping the "pony backfield." \

It was not until the next week that the strength and organization of the

Varsity brought notice to the team. Lebanon Valley was met and van-

quished at the Stockade, Norristown, Pa., by the overwhelming score of

41-7. Perhaps the presence of their fellow-students, perhaps other consid-

erations were instrumental in putting so much fight into the team. At any

rate, after Lebanon had scored their solitary touchdown, there never was any

doubt as to the outcome. In the second period 28 points were scored by

Miller's proteges. In the last period, the first string men were withdrawn

from the field and the remainder of the game was played by a squad entirely

different from that which started the game. "Mickey" Blanchfield starred

for tlie Varsity as did likewise Ed. McGrady, Cronin, and "Mickey" O'Brien.


